
The Innovative Leader’s Guide to 
Transforming Company Culture...
Starting with Yourself



Among great businesses, there is a common thread of an outstanding 
workplace culture that permeates their way of doing things. 

When leaders focus on their internal culture and nearly obsess over maintaining and further 
refining it, customers feel the difference, brand loyalty is created, and success becomes 
sustainable.

Too often, however, organizations try to drive success by focusing on things like marketing or 
customer experience. The problem is, these areas only drive temporary wins. They ignore the 
true source of success, the people. 

It’s frustrating for leaders and their teams when success isn’t sustainable. That frustration can 
lead to poor retention, lack of motivation, and decreases in innovation, all troubling outcomes 
for businesses that want to grow. 

To launch meaningful change within your business, you must return to the root source of 
success, your team members and the culture that surrounds them. 

This workbook is dedicated to taking you through the steps necessary to begin changing your 
organization’s culture, from the ground up. 

Approach the information and questions in each section with honest reflection and 
commitment. By the end, we hope you’ll find a new path forward.

Introduction
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Step 1: Leading Self

Build Your Self-Knowledge

Every great leader is different.

They possess different strengths, aspire to unique goals, and approach problems with their own 
set of skills. Ultimately, it is this ability to harness and build off individual abilities that makes 
them great leaders. 

You cannot lead a team unless you know how to lead yourself. That’s why the first step toward 
leadership is self-reflection. 

In this section, we’ll offer guided questions to help you build the skills necessary to lead self 
including how to: 

• Build your self-knowledge by taking time to discover your purpose and unique skills. 
• Practice self-awareness by evaluating your past, defining your goals for the future, and finding 

your sources of support that will take you there.
• Create self-responsibility by taking control of your daily routine and reflecting on how your 

actions are perceived by the people around you. 
• Adhere to self-management through constant reassessment and adaptation that allows you 

to achieve more. 

Being aware of your own skills and weaknesses is a critical part of your development as a 
leader. It may not be easy to think of things you struggle with, but it’s important to be honest with 
yourself so you can move forward with clarity. With self-awareness comes the power to lean into 
your strengths and find support where you need it most. 

 ■ List 3-5 things you’re good at and 3-5 areas where you want to improve.  
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ What is your personal vision statement? Your purpose?



Improve Your Self-Awareness
The ability to critique yourself is a useful skill, but only when it’s used to help you move forward 
and improve. Improving your self-awareness is about admitting to past mistakes, allowing 
yourself victories, and learning how to take experiences, good and bad, as lessons to guide your 
next steps. 

 ■ Make 2 lists: 1 of your highlights from last year and 1 of your lowlights.

 ■ Add at least 3 words to each column below to complete the statement defining your 
commitments. For example: I will keep... inspiring my team to step beyond their comfort zone.

Highlights

I will keep...

Home

Lowlights

I will stop...

Health

I will start...

Personal Growth OtherWork

 ■ Categorize your goals by putting them into 5 simple categories: Home, Health, Personal 
Growth, Work, and Other.



Create a Sense of Self-Responsibility

Compass Check

Not many care about an organization as much as its leaders, but that dedication can lead to 
misaligned efforts. As a leader, you must know how to prioritize, strategize, and build efficiencies. 
Part of that process is understanding how to let go of some tasks and control for the greater 
good of your team and your organization. 

 ■ Use the table below to categorize your typical daily activities into 4 categories: Urgent  
and Important, Not Urgent but Important, Urgent but Not Important, or Not Urgent and  
Not Important.

 ■ Number the following commitments from 1 to 5. 1 being “Needs the Most Work” and 5 
being “Needs the Least Work.” Start working on the things that you’re struggling with the 
most first.

Give up on small ambitions — Don’t be afraid of building up a team of 
individuals who will surpass you.

Don’t stand still... do something — A leader helps prioritize and make 
sure their entire team is moving in the same direction.

Control your attitude — Great leaders aren’t just smart, they’re self-aware, 
self-regulating, and empathetic. 

Don’t be average — Make big goals that stretch you as a leader and 
stretch your team to grow.

Make mistakes a part of your recipe — Lead yourself and your team in a 
way so as to not be ruled by fear of failure. 

Urgent

Not ImportantImportant

Not Urgent



Leadership Proverbs
 ■ Leadership is service. People will follow someone who consistently comes through and is 

willing to serve, to do the dirty work, to fight for their team. 

 ■ Fired-Up! leaders are always facing in the right direction. People will follow. 

 ■ Make sure you’re constantly facing in the right direction. People will follow. 

 ■ Have personal character. 

 ■ Lead in such a way as to attract followers. 

 ■ Remember, leader, that your team is a team of HUMAN BEINGS. Not cogs. Not tools. 
Human beings. Act accordingly. 

 ■ Be kind and assume good intent from each member of your team. 

 ■ Create an environment of respect and compassion. People want to hang out in a space 
where there is room for their ideas and where they are treated as peers. 

 ■ Set big goals! Avoid burnout by creating an environment where people can dream big, take 
risks, fail, and grow. 

 ■ Don’t compromise on who you are, at the office or at home. There is no way to separate 
work and home. You are who you are. 

 ■ Keep your word. Every single time. 

 ■ Create a culture of trust. You want your employees to know they can talk to you about 
whatever barriers are in their way because you care and you’ll do something. 

 ■ Be a leader with a heart. You need to inspire your team. You don’t have to inspire with a 
rousing speech or a pep rally, but by being who you are. 

 ■ Do the right things when people are looking and when they aren’t. 

 ■ Trust your gut. You have intuition. Use it. But, also: verify.



Do What It Takes for Self-Management
Leadership comes with a great deal of responsibility that can have negative side effects if it’s 
not handled properly. Learning to self-manage helps leaders avoid the potential pitfalls of stress, 
complacency, and arrogance that often plague unprepared leaders. 

 ■ What are some things that it’s OK for you to do at work? Write down 5-10 of the things that 
bring you joy or will help you lead better. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ On the previous page are the 15 Leadership Proverbs. Choose 3 that resonate with you and 
write down why they do.

Learn to lead self and you can begin to lead 
others. Knowing yourself creates a solid 
foundation for your leadership abilities. From 
here, you can begin building on your skills to lead 
others, and eventually, to lead teams. 

For a deeper dive into the act of 
leading self, download our eBook: 
Leading Self.

https://www.firedupculture.com/leading-self-download/


Leading others starts by establishing a shared set of values.

These values hold leaders and the people they lead to clear expectations, pave the way for 
collaborative creativity, and allow for adaptation when star players need room to grow. 

Developing the skills to lead others bridges the gap between leading self and leading teams. 
This section will help you discover the basic strategies to consider when learning to lead others, 
including how to: 

• Empower your team members and drive sustainable innovation by developing a shared set of 
values. 

• Launch creative breakthroughs by putting in the work to truly think and act differently. 
• Establish expectations with clear, consistent, empathetic communication to overcome 

obstacles together. 
• Learn the difference between responsibility and accountability and place value in both. 
• Pay attention to the very real needs of your star players. 
• Fuel motivation through responsibility and the regular recognition of achievement. 

Step 2: Leading Others

Establish Clear Leadership Values
Team members need leaders who understand the energizing effect of an empowering work 
environment. Sustaining such a work environment happens when leaders commit to a shared set 
of values and support innovation within that framework. 

 ■ What are 3-5 of your leadership values? List them below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ How do you convey these values to your team on a daily basis?



Encourage Creative Breakthroughs by Thinking Differently

Create Clear Expectations for Happy Team Members

People will follow a leader who challenges them to look at the world around them in a compelling 
way. They’ll follow a leader who brings a fresh perspective to an old problem. 

 ■ List 5-10 creative ways to break up your team’s daily routine over the next 6 months.

Now, commit to making those ideas a reality. Right now, spend some time scheduling those 
creative activities for your team. 

Unclear expectations is one of the greatest hindrances to a fired up culture. But many employees 
still feel like they don’t know exactly what is expected of them when they walk through the door 
every morning. If people don’t know where they’re going, your organization can only wander. 

 ■ Have you communicated your expectations with each of your team members? When was 
the last time you are sure you did so? 
 
 
 
 

 ■ Break out each team member and identify, based on your experience with them, how often 
to schedule a 1:1 with them (if you’re already doing so — write that schedule down here as 
well). For example, “Lisa: Once a month.” 
 
 
 
 

 ■ Create an agenda for each 1:1 meeting that addresses the 3 rules for setting clear 
expectations. 



3 Rules for Setting Clear Expectations

Understand Responsibility vs. Accountability

Rule 1: Repeatedly Communicate Expectations — Add consistency to the clarity of your 
messages for effective communication. 

Rule 2: Meet People Where They Are — Work to understand your team member’s 
responsibilities from their point of view. 

Rule 3: Triple-Check Understanding — Eliminate guesswork and confusion by following 
up and confirming important conversations. 

Responsibility and accountability are often used interchangeably, but they have distinct 
meanings. 

Responsibilities are the tasks, duties, jobs, and activities that belong to an individual or group.

Accountabilities are the results that an individual or group has agreed or promised to deliver to 
customers, colleagues, and the organization. 

Knowing the difference between these two can help you define expectations of team members 
and set clearer goals. 

 ■ Break down the top 1-2 responsibilities for each of your team members. 
 
 
 
 

 ■ Break down the top 1-2 accountabilities for each of your team members. 
 
 
 
 

 ■ Look at your lists above. Are these two intrinsically linked? And is your team aware of their 
responsibilities and their accountabilities? Write down your thoughts below. 



High performers are talented and motivated, able to handle more responsibility than most. They 
understand the big picture, make their own project plans, possess great relationship skills, and 
take exactly the right amount of initiative without overstepping. 

It’s up to leaders to ensure those star players know they’re valued and have the resources they 
need to continue performing. 

 ■ Who are your high performers?  
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ List 3-5 ways you can have a more active presence in their work and be seen as a mentor. 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ List 2-3 ways you can better leverage their time by talking about their work more often 
through high-touch, short-duration connection moments. 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ How often are you having performance check-ins? Are you staying committed to these 
check-ins? 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ What are 5-10 creative rewards you can use for your top performers? Consider things 
beyond just monetary rewards.

Provide Resources for Your Star Player(s)



You want to attract engaged and results-driven team members. You want team members who 
are self-directed and responsible. Once you find them, it’s vital you know how their responsibilities 
and achievements affect their motivation. 

 ■ How can you provide your high performers with more responsibility? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ How can you foster the feeling of achievement and accomplishment for your team?

Leading others is about connecting with your 
team members, understanding their challenges, 
and building core communication skills. With 
these tools established, you have the resources 
necessary to navigate the leadership of something 
more complex. You have what it takes to begin 
leading teams.

Want to launch into a more 
detailed explanation of this 
section? Download our eBook: 
Leading Others.

Motivate Your Best Team Members

https://www.firedupculture.com/leading-others-download/


Step 3: Leading Teams
Leading others transitions directly into leading teams. 

Once you understand a person’s abilities and develop shared values, you can learn how to 
combine the skills of team members to complement each other. 

This section is dedicated to guiding you to certain goals for leading teams, including how to: 
• Create positive change that lasts by focusing on clarity of goals, accountability, and 

resources. 
• Allow yourself to take chances necessary to tap into your team’s inner creativity. 
• Nurture team members with trust and freedom so they can fully engage. 
• Learn to lead through the hard times with integrity, accountability, and a willingness to give 

praise. 

Invest in a culture of abundant grace, where everyone is valued for their full potential. 



Creativity is not about painting or sculpting, but rather about rethinking our day-to-day lives at 
work so that we can fully engage with the task at hand. Finding creative meaning is part of being 
fired up about what we do and why we do it. 

Have you and your team fill out the following questions.

 ■ What is it about your life that gives you meaning? 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ When are the moments in which you feel the most alive and most connected to being alive? 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ Throughout the day, what do you connect to that makes you feel inspired?

Motivate Your Best Team Members

Understand What It Takes to Create Lasting Change
The vast majority of change initiatives fail. According to one Harvard Business Review article, a 
whopping 70% fail. Creating lasting change is about understanding the capacity of your team as 
individuals and as a group. 

 ■ Are your team’s current roles and responsibilities taking advantage of each person’s 
strengths? If not, how can you alter them to do so? 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ Is everyone on your team clear on what success looks like and motivated to produce 
results? How can you push that even further? 



Common engagement strategies run the gamut from restructuring, imposing quotas, and 
offering more direct supervision. But these tools often fail because they do more to restrict a 
team than engage them. In our experience, the real way to engage your team is to set them free. 

Here are the 3 key steps to fully engage your team. 

1. Have faith in your team — Aim to hire great people, give them the resources they need, and 
count on them to meet your expectations. 

2. Expect every person to be personally responsible — Allow people to find the job that suits 
them best and support a team’s ability to adapt to changing skill sets. 

3. Give people freedom to make choices — Nurture dependable teams to develop their own 
work processes. 

Use the 3 keys to engage your team to guide your answers to the questions below. 

 ■ Do you feel that your team has “bought in” to your organization’s mission? Where 
specifically is there room for improvement in their work ethic? 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ Think about each team member that you have hired — why have you hired them? Do you 
trust them to do that well? If not, why not?  
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ How can you offer your team members more opportunities to be personally responsible for 
crafting their ideal job with the resources they have available? 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ Think about the work your team members are currently doing (e.g., a specific project they’re 
working on) — where can you offer more flexibility for them to make their own choices?

Fully Engage Your Team



It’s inevitable that every leader will have to weather a storm of some kind. Adversity breeds 
resourcefulness, capability, and high levels of engagement. Getting people to do their best work 
in trying times is one of your most significant, enduring, and elusive challenges as a leader.

Here are 5 ways to lead your team through the hardest moments. 

1. Be real. Give your team a compelling purpose for your organization’s existence — a reason to 
hope for the future.

2. Invest trust in your team’s creativity to create unique opportunities that defy the normal 
organizational structure. 

3. Recognize people for their achievements. Genuinely. Publicly, when possible.

4. Allow everyone an area of expertise that they are known and appreciated for throughout  
the company.

5. Give people a place to go to voice their worries and concerns, either individually or 
collectively, while encouraging accountability. 

Use the steps above to inform your answers to the questions below.

 ■ What’s your organization’s purpose? How can you make that clear to your team every day?  
 
 
 

 ■ How can you open up more opportunities for your team to be creative and innovative in how 
they solve problems? 
 
 
 

 ■ Create a methodology for recognizing people for their achievements. How will you identify? 
How often? Where will you publicly recognize them (e.g., Slack)? 
 
 
 

 ■ Identify a potential area of expertise for each member of your team. Then, be sure to help 
them facilitate that expertise. 
 
 
 
 

 ■ Where can your team go to voice worries and concerns? How can you make that known?

Know How to Lead in the Good Times... and the Bad 



In order for organizations to thrive in the 21st century, what is needed is an old spiritual ideal 
— abundant grace. Rather than seeing people as incompetent and lacking gifts and creativity, 
believing in abundant grace sees that people – regardless of race, creed, national origin, or 
gender – are blessed with innate goodness, talent, and an ability to do great things together.

 ■ Place each of your team members into the category you feel best describes them: Truly 
Loyal, Trapped, High Risk, and Accessible. You may need to structure your conversations 
with them to help you determine where they are at.

If you can, work to identify why team members 
are where they are and come up with a plan for 
moving them up. For example, if a team member 
is at High Risk because they aren’t happy with your 
management style, how can you adjust your style to 
what will truly push them to grow?

Great leaders understand what their teams can do 
now and what they’re capable of in the future. The 
ability to challenge your teams comes from practice 
leading others which, ultimately, comes from a 
powerful awareness of your own self. 

Invest more time in becoming the 
team leader you’re meant to be. 
Download our eBook: Leading Teams.

Create a Culture of Abundant Grace

Truly Loyal Trapped High Risk Accessible

https://www.firedupculture.com/leading-teams-download/


Step 4: Building Culture
Positive relationships, systems that serve, and a focus on building the capacity of those they 
lead — these are the cornerstones of a business that wants sustained improvement in each team 
member’s areas of responsibility and oversight.
 
Learning to lead self, lead others, and lead teams fosters a great work culture because it drives 
positive relationships, efficient systems, and increased innovative capacity. Without these 
building blocks, culture cannot happen. 

Now, you’re ready to begin creating an optimal, sustainable, positive working environment for 
your team members. By the end of this section, we hope you’ll be able to put a strategy in place 
that allows you to practice the basics of building a great work culture, including how to: 

• Communicate Skills — Schedule a conversation once a month that covers an area of 
technical expertise in your field. 

• Share the Future — Take time to hold group sessions and share the expectations of company 
leadership and insights into the future direction of the firm.

• Offer Perspective with Cross-Team Communication — Ask a fellow leader to come and 
share the positives and areas of focus for their department with your team. 

• Foster New Leaders — Schedule a regular 45-minute seminar on leadership for those on your 
team who see that as part of their future. 

• Take Time for Everyone — Host a question-and-answer lunch for the most junior team 
members.

A great company culture starts with the relationships between team members. Creating 
a positive foundation at the individual level drives the formation of a healthy work culture 
throughout the organization. Start your journey to a better work culture by examining the status 
of working relationships. 

 ■ How would you describe the state of your team member’s relationships with one another?  
 
 
 
 

 ■ Other than monetary compensation, why do you believe your team members stay on board?

Establish Working Relationships



A successful strategy that highly relational organizations use for each leadership transition is 
intentionally investing time and resources into the incoming leader. These brief interactions 
create an opportunity for the new leader to engage in a conversation that is both positive and 
non-threatening as their first act of leadership.

Schedule 25-30 minutes with each team member and ask them the questions below. Fill out 
the answers from 1 person as an example below and then record the rest separately for your 
own records:

 ■ What are their interests? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ What do they enjoy about their job? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ What do they find challenging about their job? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ How can you help them succeed as a leader?

Put a Strategy in Place



As a leader, directly supporting the careers of your team members has several benefits for 
boosting work culture. It leads to transparency and trust, helps to foster new leadership, and 
offers perspective into other areas of the business. 

 ■ What are 3-5 ways you can help your team members grow and advance within your 
company (based on your answers above)? 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ Brainstorm 5-7 workshop ideas to provide to your team on a monthly basis to grow their 
technical skills. 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ How often will you plan regular group sessions to share expectations of leadership and 
insights into the future direction of the team? 
 
 
 
 
 

 ■ What other fellow leaders can come by and share new ideas and areas of expertise with 
your team?

Study after study has shown that positive 
professional culture, the presence of a supportive 
team, and a leader that takes a personal interest 
in employee satisfaction and success are the top 
drivers of retention. 

Focusing on the creation of an incredible culture 
ensures the sustainability of dedicated team 
members. 

Help Your Team Learn and Grow



Conclusion
Culture change doesn’t happen overnight. It’s built slowly, and it starts with you. 

By learning to lead self, you participate in the same change you’ll eventually ask of your team 
members. When you lead others, you develop the skills necessary to connect with people, and 
when you lead teams, you discover how to bring those unique team members together and work 
toward unified goals. 

As you move through this process, you’ll notice your internal culture begin to shift. Your work 
will help reignite a spirit of innovation, spark creativity, and fuel fulfillment throughout the 
organization. 

Expect challenges along the way. Employees often find it hard to be honest with leadership about 
how they feel, but connecting with them is critical. Often, a third party can help bridge that gap, 
establish trust, and establish new lines of communication. 

When you’re ready to launch, we’re here to help. Contact us today for a 
consultation.

https://www.firedupculture.com/contact/
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